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ABSTRACTIdentifying the source of space faults in functional programsis hard. The problem is compounded as space usage can varyenormously from one implementation to another. We use aterm-graph rewriting model to describe evaluators with ex-plicit space usage. Given descriptions for two evaluatorsE1 and E2, if E1 never has asymptotically worse space us-age than E2, we can use a bisimulation-like proof methodto prove it. Conversely, if E1 is leakier than E2, we char-acterise a class of computations that expose the di�erencebetween them.Keywords Space Leak, Heap Usage, Operational Seman-tics, Functional Programming, Term-graph Rewriting,Bisimulation, Garbage.
1. INTRODUCTIONFunctional programmers often complain that their programshave space leaks, usually meaning that the program is takingmuch more memory than expected, perhaps running outof space when run with only a modest amount of input.Worse still, the space usage of functional programs is rarelyconsistent from one implementation to another, making itdi�cult to tell whether the implementation or the programis faulty. There is no agreed evaluation model for Haskell,but assuming there were, we would like to be sure that ourimplementation conforms to that model and that its spaceusage is never worse than the standard model. Then we canbe sure that any optimisations in its evaluation strategy donot accidentally increase space usage.Example 1.f xs = last xs == head xstf b = b : tf $! (not b)The Haskell function f compares the �rst and last elementsof a list. We test it on a long list of a million alternatingboolean values, running: f (take 1000000 (tf True)) (we

have taken care not to cause a space leak in the de�nitionof tf by using strict function application!). Evaluation soonruns out of memory; a program using only two elements ofa list is taking a lot of space.The solution is to swap the arguments to ==, rede�ning f as:f xs = head xs == last xs, now the test runs in constantspace. The implementation chooses to evaluate the argu-ments to == left to right, so when we �nd the last element�rst, the rest of the list cannot be garbage collected be-cause the unevaluated head xs is holding onto it. This faulthas another known cure: the garbage collector can evaluate(head xs) when the �rst cons cell of xs has been produced[25]. 2Space leaks can often be �xed by improving the evaluator(e.g. [24]). In this paper we de�ne one evaluator as leakierthan another if it has asymptotically worse space usage forsome programs. We develop a proof technique, a propor-tional lockstep bisimulation, to show that one evaluator isnot leakier than another. This technique can be used tocompare evaluators that always give the same time complex-ity, so it is ideal for investigating the e�ect that modifyingan evaluator has on space usage. If two evaluators are mu-tually not leakier we call them space-equivalent. To provean evaluator de�nitely is leakier than another, we give equa-tions for characterising programs that have asymptoticallydi�erent space usage on the two evaluators. This helps usunderstand why there is a space leak.We use a term-graph rewriting formalism for operationalsemantics to make aspects of reduction relevant to spaceanalysis explicit. Our examples include comparisons of CoreHaskell evaluators. The techniques are more widely appli-cable. We use some simpler graph evaluators to introducethe ideas.Section 2 introduces a term-graph formalism, evaluators andfunctions for describing space use. Section 3 shows how toensure that an equivalence relation between two graph lan-guages can be written so it also guarantees a bound on thesizes of the graphs it relates. Section 4 de�nes a leakierevaluator and develops a bisimulation-like proof techniquefor showing an evaluator is not leakier than another or thattwo evaluators are space-equivalent. This is applied to vari-ants of a Core Haskell evaluator. Section 5 is about showingan evaluator is leakier than another, developing equationsto characterise space leaks. Section 6 reviews examples ofspace leaks and other related work. Section 7 concludes.Proofs are sketched or omitted to save space.



ListBool = fLBTermg ListBool languageLBTerm ::= F x list, False:list at xj T x list, True:list at xj 2 end of listListNot = fLNTermg ListNot languageLNTerm ::= x : y list, elem at x:list at yj [ ] end of listj 0 False valuej : x Not value at xFigure 1: ListBool and ListNot: term languages for writinggraphs representing list-of-boolean data structures. ListNotis more general, with separate list and boolean constructors.
2. A TERM-GRAPH MODEL FOR

OPERATIONAL SEMANTICSOperational semantics are often de�ned as relations on struc-tures which model heaps, stacks, environments and so on(e.g. [23]). To avoid becoming restricted to any particularabstract machine design | and any particular interpreta-tion of state size in that design | we use term graphs [7] tomodel evaluator state. Terms can be used for operationalsemantics | with address annotations to indicate sharing[21] | but graphs naturally model sharing and their sizedirectly describes space usage. Ariola and Arvind [3] alsouse term graphs in their study of languages with sharing.Other bene�ts of this general framework will become appar-ent: garbage collection and relationships between semanticscan be de�ned in a language-independent way. Section 2.1de�nes term graphs. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 de�ne garbagecollection and evaluation. Section 2.4 discusses measuringspace and includes a Core Haskell evaluator example.
2.1 Term GraphsWe de�ne term graphs as distributed terms. Each nodecontains a term; its free variables are the graph arcs | theaddresses of other graph nodes.De�nition 1. (Grammar, term)A Term Grammar G is a set of syntactic categories, eachof which de�nes a set of function symbols. The functionsymbol de�nition F x1 � � �xb:A1 � � �An tells us that F bindsb variables, and takes n arguments. Each Ai is a categoryname; if it is upper-case the ith argument of F must be aterm of category Ai, if it is lower-case the ith argument mustbe a variable of category Ai. Each xi speci�es the categoryof the ith bound variable.Term(G) is the set of terms constructed from G.For convenience we often write terms in a more familiarnotation, e.g. (h : t) for (Cons h t). 2De�nition 2. (Term graph, rooted graph)A term graph G 2 Graph(G) is a mapping from variables toterms in Term(G). That is, G is a set of nodes which havean address and contain a term.A rooted graph GV has an ordered set of root variables,V = hv1; : : : ; vni. It may be written as Gv1;::: ;vn . 2Example 2. Figure 1 gives the node term grammars fortwo graph languages. They are not typed but we assume

TF : :: 0s -tf b ?� s -tf n HHj�������HHjFigure 2: The ListBool graph tf b and a ListNot graph tf n,both representing tf = True : False : tf . Each has one rootwhich addresses the value of tf. The ListNot representationshares the 0 node, inverting it to make the True element.that only graphs representing [Bool ] data structures are writ-ten. Figure 2 depicts ListBool and ListNot graphs tf b andtf n representing the in�nite list (tf True) of Example 1.Equations (1) and (2) are precise de�nitions of tf b and tf n.tf b = fa 7! T b; b 7! F aga (1)tf n = fw 7! x : y; x 7! : z; y 7! z : w; z 7! 0gw (2)Free variables in node terms correspond to arcs in the dia-gram. The graph roots are access points for an evaluator ora garbage collector. 2De�nition 3. (Free variables, substitution)We extend the usual term de�nitions for free variables (FV)and substitution to term graphs as follows.FV (fxi 7! Nigni=1) = (SfFV (Ni)gni=1) n fxigni=1G� = (fxi 7! Nigni=1)� = fxi 7! Ni(�jFV (G))gni=1 2De�nition 4. (Well-formed graph)GV is well-formed i� V � dom(G) and FV (G) = ;. 2Well-formed graphs have no unconnected arcs. This ensuresthat evaluators operate on a closed state which includes allthe information needed during reduction. Therefore we canmeasuring space usage as graph size. As tf b and tf n have nofree variables, they are well-formed graphs. In our notation,juxtaposition indicates disjoint graph union: GH � G [H; dom(G) \ dom(H) = ;. G � H means G and H areidentical whereas G = H denotes equality by de�nition orequality up to bound variable renaming.
2.2 Garbage Collection and Graph SizeOnly nodes on a path from the roots of a graph can ever beused by an evaluator as de�ned in Section 2.3. A separategarbage collector gc (De�nition 5) removes any unreachablenodes. It applies to any rooted graph. Unreachability isonly an approximation to garbage; which nodes are neverneeded again is undecidable [16].De�nition 5. (Reachable nodes,garbage collection)The set reach(G;X) contains the node addresses reachablein G starting from those in X. The garbage collector gcremoves all nodes unreachable from the roots of a graph.reach(G;X) = �x (�V:X [ reach(G;FV (GjV )))gc(GV ) = (Gjreach(G;V ))V 2De�nition 6 gives the size of terms and graphs in the obviousway. The space needed by GV is size(gc(GV )).De�nition 6. (Term size, graph size)size(x) = 1size(F x1 � � �xb:N1 � � �Na) = 1 + b+Pai=1 size(Ni)size(fxi = Nigni=1) =Pni=1 size(Ni)size(GV ) = size(G) 2



2.3 Graph Operational SemanticsWe use structural operational semantics [18] for describinggraph evaluators. A higher-level natural semantics can hidedetails relevant to space analysis. For example, the stack isnot explicit in Launchbury's semantics [14]. Our de�nitionguarantees the time and space needed at each evaluationstep are bounded to make the semantics realistic.
Graph PatternsEvaluators are de�ned as sets of rules, each rule is two pat-terns. A graph matching the left pattern evaluates to agraph matching the right pattern. Patterns are graph con-texts.De�nition 7. (Pattern)A pattern P 2 Pattern(G) is built from the same grammar asa graph in Term(G). It may also have special free variables,written in uppercase, which are interpreted as labelled holes.Holes in a pattern match arbitrary terms; variables onlymatch variables. Holes in the right pattern of a rule mayhave a substitution attached to replace variables that werebound around them in the left pattern. 2Example 3. L = fa 7! (�y:N) xga is left pattern, x; y arevariables and N is a hole. R = fa 7! N [x=y]ga is rightpattern and hole N has a substitution to replace y with ax, a variable which is still in scope. 2De�nition 8. (Pattern matching)A function match takes two mappings:  : Var ! Var and� : Hole ! Term(G) and a pattern P . It produces a graphby applying  to all the variables in P and � to all holesin P . If a hole has a substitution � then � is mapped to asubstitution by  and applied to the �lled hole.match  � x =  (x)match  � (H[xi=yi]ni=1) = [ (xi)= (yi)]ni=1(�(H))match  � (F x1 � � �xb:P1 � � �Pa) = F  (x1) � � � (xb):(match  � P1) � � � (match  � Pa)match  � fai 7! Pigni=1 = f (ai) 7! match  � Pigni=1match  � Gv1;::: ;vn = (match  �G) (v1);::: ; (vn) 2Example 4. Let  = [a=x; x=y] and � = [(f x)=N ]. UsingL and R from Example 3: match  � L = fa 7! �x:f xgaand match  � R = fa 7! f aga 2Matching is the basis of our evaluation mechanism. Example4 demonstrates the delayed substitution on holes which helpsto preserve well-formedness. FV (De�nition 3) extends tocontexts by the rule FV (H�) = ; and size (De�nition 6) bythe rule: size(H�) = 0.
EvaluatorsDe�nition 9. (Order-k evaluator)An order-k evaluator A is a �nite set of rules (LV �! RW )where LV and RW are graph contexts with root sets V andW . Holes in R may have substitutions attached to them,holes in L may not.For preservation of well-formedness we require:1. 8 ; phi FV (match  � R) � FV (match  � L)2. #W = #V , W � dom(R) [ FV (L).If dom(L) n dom(R) 6= ; then we are obliged to prove theseremoved nodes are unreachable.To bound the work at each step we require:3. size(L) � k; size(R) � k.

tf b = fa 7! T b; b 7! F aga�!b fa 7! F b; b 7! F agb�!b fa 7! F b; b 7! T aga�!b fa 7! T b; b 7! T agb�!b tf btf n = fw 7! x : y; x 7! : z; y 7! z : w; z 7! 0gw�!n fw 7! z : y; y 7! z : w; z 7! 0gy�!n fw 7! z : y; y 7! v : w; z 7! 0; v 7! : zgw�!n fw 7! u : y; y 7! v : w; z 7! 0; v 7! : z; u 7! : zgy�!n fw 7! u : y; y 7! z : w; z 7! 0; u 7! : zgwFigure 3: Evaluation traces for tf b on b and tf n on n .Parts of the graph that change are underlined. The garbagecollector removes x after the �rst evaluation step of tf n andv after the fourth step, when it becomes a renaming of tf n.4. rng(L) is linear in all its variables and holes.5. LV = gc(LV ). 2De�nition 10. (Evaluation, redex)The evaluation relation �!A de�ned by A is:�!A= 8<:(GG0; gc(GG00)) ������ 9 ;�; (L �! R) 2 A s:t:G0 = match  � LG00 = match � R 9=;Any graph G 2 dom(�!A) is an A-redex. 2Example 5.b = � fx 7! F ygx �! fx 7! T ygyfx 7! T ygx �! fx 7! F ygy � (3)b is an evaluator for ListBool graphs. It inverts the elementat the root in-place then moves the root x onto the nextelement at y. Evaluation terminates if no rule applies, sothere is no rule for the list-end case.n = 8>><>>:� x 7! y : z;y 7! 0 �x �! � x 7! y0 : z;y0 7! :y; y 7! 0 �z� x 7! y0 : z;y0 7! :y; y 7! 0 �x �! � x 7! y : z;y0 7! :y; y 7! 0 �z9>>=>>;(4)n is a ListNot analogue of b . The �rst rule inverts false ele-ments by inserting a negation node. The second rule invertstrue elements by missing out negation node y0; it cannotremove y0 because there may be other references to it fromelsewhere in the graph. Figure 3 shows the evaluation of tf b(1) using b and tf n (2) using n . 2Because our rules can match, copy and substitute into arbi-trary term via holes, we need a way to guarantee each steponly does a bounded amount of work. A space-valid evalu-ator (De�nition 11) has this property and from now on weassume all evaluators are space-valid.De�nition 11. (Space-valid evaluator)An order-k evaluator A is space-valid if there is a maximumnode size for every evaluation. That size depends on thegrammar of the graph language:1. Program-independent space-valid:G �!A G0 ) maxfsize(N) j N 2 G0g � k



When there is some �xed bound k on the size of any possibleterm, an evaluator will be order-k and space-valid.2. Program-dependent space-valid:G �!A G0 )maxfsize(N) j N 2 G0g � maxfk;maxfsize(N) j N 2 GggWith a recursive grammar, if evaluation cannot increase themaximum node size or allocate a node bigger than k it isspace-valid. 2Evaluators b and n are both Program-independent space-valid: Their graph grammars are non-recursive, for b themaximum term size is 2, for n it is 3.Some useful space properties are explicit in this term-graphformalism. Allocation, explicit deallocation and updatingare all directly observable in the rules. Proposition 1 belowcon�rms that an evaluation step corresponds to a unit ofcomputation. Proposition 2 is another property we need:each step must only allocate a bounded amount of space| a useful observation is that time use bounds space use.The number of unreachable nodes generated at each step isunknown; this makes reasoning about space usage di�cultin functional languages.Proposition 1. When evaluating graph G on space-validevaluator A = fLi �! Rigri=1, each step isO(maxfsize(N) j N 2 Gg � �ri=1#(LiRi)).Proof: The time to determine if a rule applies to a graph andthe match information needed depends on the left pattern sizeby De�nition 9.3{5. To apply the match to a right patterndepends on the pattern size and the maximum node size,which are bounded by De�nition 9.3 and De�nition 11. 2Proposition 2. The number of nodes allocated at eachstep is bounded, but the number of nodes that become garbageat each step is unbounded.Proof: De�nition 9.3 and space-validity guarantee allocationis bounded. The free variable property (De�nition 9.1) al-lows for an unlimited reduction in reachable nodes. 2
2.4 Measuring Space UsageDe�nition 12 gives the space needed to evaluate a graph.It uses the graph cardinality rather than size. With thissimpli�cation, the space allocated by each step is directlyobservable from the operational semantics rules.De�nition 12. (Evaluation space)space(G; A) = maxf#G0jG �!�A G0g 2space is only useful if it is within a constant factor of themaximum graph size during evaluation. A space-valid se-mantics has this property by Proposition 3.Proposition 3.If A is Program-independent space-valid then:9k; 8G;maxfsize(G0) j G �!�A G0g � k � space(G; A )If A is Program-dependent space-valid then:8G; 9k;maxfsize(G0) j G �!�A G0g � k � space(G; A )Proof: Induction on length of evaluation sequence. 2As space is only accurate to within a constant factor of thesize usage, it makes sense to talk about asymptotic space us-age. Then we can investigate space behaviour as the numberof inputs read goes to the limit. First we introduce a simpleIO model by way of a notation for e�ects.

De�nition 13. (E�ect)An atomic e�ect is get c or put c where c is a function sym-bol with no bound variables or arguments. An e�ect is asequence of atomic e�ects. A rules is decorated an e�ectwhich is executed in order when its left pattern matches agraph. G E�! G0 means the evaluation step changing G toG0 has e�ect E. G �! G0 is shorthand for G hi�! G0. 2Example 6. Figure 4 de�nes a Core Haskell grammar.Figure 5 de�nes h , the operational semantics of Core. Thisformulation is a graph version of Sestoft's mk.1 machine forlazy evaluation [23] (its correctness follows from a simple in-ductive proof). The use of reduction context and value cat-egories to reduce the number of rules is taken from Gustavs-son and Sands [10]. The machine has its origins in Launch-bury's natural semantics for laziness [14]. We have omittedthe numeric extension used in those papers (integers andarithmetic operators) because the choice of Int or Integertype a�ects space usage in Haskell | unbounded integersdo not use bounded space. h includes a simple monadicIO mechanism based on Gordon's de�nition [8]. We assumethat IO is restricted to characters and that there are con-structors IO and unit () to support the translation of themonadic syntax into Core.h is program-dependent space-valid: the maximum nodesize during evaluation never exceeds the initial node size. AHaskell-like syntax rather than terms is used; an equivalentterm formulation is easily written by treating case and letas standing for families of terms. 2Now we de�ne asymptotic space usage as a function of thenumber of inputs read. F space(A) (De�nition 14) includesall graphs with space usage bounded by F on A . For ex-ample, (�x:x2)space(A ) includes any graph whose space isat worst quadratic in the number of inputs.De�nition 14. (Asymptotic space classes)F space(A) = (G ����� 9k;G E�!�A G0 )#G0 � k � F (#hcj(get c) 2 Ei+ 1) )2
3. SPACE-EQUIVALENCE OF GRAPHSThis section shows how a proof of equivalence of two graphscan be made to say something about their relative sizes.Section 4 uses this as the basis for showing an evaluator doesnot have a space leak with respect to another evaluator.An equivalence � between two graph languages can be de-�ned inductively by a set of rules. Typically each rule hasthe form of (Rule), relating the terms at addresses a and bassuming the terms they refer to are also related. We usethese rules to construct a proof tree, beginning at the rootnodes. (Rule)G �(a1;b1) H � � �G �(an;bn) HG �(a;b) HA graph might contain cycles, resulting in an in�nite prooftree. Recording addresses as they are related solves thisproblem: instead of repeatedly re-relating the same sub-graphs we can apply the (Leaf) axiom. To support this, thepremises of an equivalence rule apply a substitution � whichidenti�es addresses related at that step, typically � = [b=a].



Expression Nodes Core graphs contain X and S nodesX ::= R[X] reduction context, X �lls holej V valuej x variablej let fxi = Xigbi=1 in X let expressionj getChar input a characterj ? unde�ned termj Red R[V] reduce R[V]Stack NodesS ::= #x s update x marker:stack at sj R : s pushed context:stack at s
Reduction ContextsR ::= 2 x apply to variablej case 2 of case expressionfcai;i;n x1 � � �xai ! Xigni=1j putChar 2 output a characterValuesV ::= �x:X lambda abstractionj ca;r;n x1 � � � xa saturated constructor witharity a, rank r of nInitial Graph: fa 7! Nga;� typicallyN = let f� � � g in mainTerminal Graph: Gfa 7! Vga;� value at a, null stackFigure 4: Core Haskell grammar. Expression nodes form a graph and stack nodes form a chain whose elements point to theexpression graph. Initially, the Haskell program is represented by a single node pointed to by the control root a; the stackroot is null. Red and ? are not part of Haskell, they are generated during evaluation.fa 7! getCharga;s hget ci�! fa 7! IO b; b 7! cga;s (Read)fa 7! let fxi = Nigbi=1 in Nga;s �! fai 7! Ni[ai=xi]bi=1gbi=1fa 7! N [ai=xi]bi=1g (Let)fa 7! x; x 7! Nga;s �! fa 7! N; x 7! ?; t 7! #x sga;t (Lookup)fa 7! V; x 7! ?; s 7! #x tga;s �! fa 7! V; x 7! Vga;t (Update)fa 7! R[N ]ga;s �! fa 7! N; t 7! R : sga;t (Push)fa 7! V; s 7! R : tga;s �! fa 7! Red R[V]ga;t (Reduce)fa 7! Red ((�x:N) y)ga;s �! fa 7! N [y=x]ga;s (Apply)fa 7! Red (case c y1 � � � ya of fc x1 � � �xa ! Ng [AS)ga;s �! fa 7! N [yi=xi]ai=1ga;s (Case)fa 7! Red (putChar c)ga;s hput ci�! fa 7! IO b; b 7! ()ga;s (Write)Figure 5: Core Haskell Evaluator h De�nition. (Read) gets character c from the input �le; (Let) adds a set of new nodes tothe graph; (Lookup) begins �nding the value of x, it creates an update marker stack node for x, eventually (Update) copiesthis value into x; (Push) puts a reduction context into a stack node and then reduces the expression in its hole, (Reduce)combines the value of that expression with the context, forming a structure reduced by (Apply),(Case) or (Write).

(Leaf )G �(a;a) H (Rule 0) (G �(a1;b1) H � � �G �(an;bn) H)�GG0 �(a;b) HH 0Expanding the rule template to (Rule 0): G and H are graphvariables and G0 and H 0 are graph patterns (they are notrooted or even connected) where G0 includes a node at ad-dress a and H 0 a node at address b. The premise removesG0 and H 0 as a and b are not needed again.Because the proof tree is �nite, if all nodes of the relatedgraphs are removed at some node of the proof then the sizesof the related graphs are related by some function. Butwe want to guarantee that the size of G bounds the size ofH, k � #G � #H, whenever G � H. This follows if theproof relates every node in G to no more than k nodes in H.We may also want H to bound G. We achieve this boundby arranging that the proof tree never branches. Once thenodes at a and b are related, they never relate to any othernodes elsewhere in the proof tree.(Rule 00) (G ��� H 00)�GG0 ��f(a;b)g HH 0Now the equivalence rule template is (Rule 00). The relation� carries the addresses to be related. Instead of backtrackingat the leaves of the proof tree and picking a new branch, wejust keep taking new addresses to relate from � and there areno leaves. As before, a and b are in the patterns G0 and H 0.New addresses to relate are added to � in the premise, so

� = f(a1; b1); : : : ; (an; bn)g if we think of (Rule 00) as a newversion of (Rule 0). The substitution � applies to all partsof the premise: G,H and ��. Axioms in a proof system inthe style of (Rule) are now inference rules with an empty�. Removing some nodes at each step guarantees the spacebound.De�nition 15 describes how to de�ne a proportional-spacerelation >� in this style which guarantees that if G >� H thensize(G) � k � size(H). By symmetry, a space-equivalenceguarantees that the size of each related graph bounds theother.De�nition 15. (Proportional-space relation)A proportional-space relation >�� (Graph(L1)�Graph(L2))is de�ned by a set ofrules of the form: (GG00 >��� HH 00)�GG0 >��f(a;b)g HH 01. G and H are variables that match arbitrary graphs.2. G0 and H 0 are graph patterns of bounded size that matcha sub-graph.3. G00 and H 00 are graph patterns, size(G0) > size(G00).4. Once related, at least one node from G0 must never berelated again: a 2 domG0; b 2 domH 0; a =2 domG00.5. Substitution � identi�es any addresses inG0 andH 0 whichare related at this step (typically � = [b=a]).6. Relation � contains new addresses to relate:� : (FV (G0) [ dom(G00))! (FV (H 0) [ dom(H 00)).7. To guarantee proportional space:reach(HH 00; rng(��)) n dom(H 00) =reach(HH 0; rng(�f(a; b)g)) n dom(H 0). 2



(True) (G ��f(x;y)g Hfc 7! :d; d 7! 0g)[b=a]Gfa 7! Txg ��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! c : y; c 7! :d; d 7! 0g(Nil) (G �� H)[b=a]Gfa 7! 2g ��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! [ ]g (False) (G ��f(x;y)g Hfc 7! 0g)[b=a]Gfa 7! Fxg ��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! c : y; c 7! 0g: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :(Start) (True) (False) (End); �f(w;w)g fx 7! : z; z 7! 0gfb 7! F wg �f(b;y)g fx 7! : z; y 7! z : w; z 7! 0gfa 7! T b; b 7! F ag �f(a;w)g fw 7! x : y; x 7! : z; y 7! z : w; z 7! 0gtf b = fa 7! T b; b 7! F aga � fw 7! x : y; x 7! : z; y 7! z : w; z 7! 0gw = tf n
T F: :: 0

s -tf b -?s -tf n HHj�������HHjFigure 6: Example space-equivalence proof. � is a space-equivalence relating ListBool and ListNot graphs. It is de�ned by(Nil),(False) and (True). The example proof below the dotted line shows tf b � tf n. The diagram illustrates the proof: the(True) and (False) steps each relate the nodes in a thick box; the number of boxes is proportional to the sizes of both graphs.De�nition 16. (Space-equivalence relation)If � and ��1 are proportional-space relations then � is aspace-equivalence relation. 2De�nition 15.7 ensures that every node of a graph G 2dom(>�) matches a pattern node at some level of the prooftree. We can abbreviate a proof tree of depth d as fGi >��iHigdi=1 where (Gi+1 >��i+1 Hi+1) implies (Gi >��i Hi). ByProposition 4, this proof guarantees the space bound.Proposition 4. If >� is a proportional space relation thenthere is a k s.t. if G >� H then #H � k �#G.Proof: We prove k � #G � d where d is the depth of theproof tree fGi >��i Higdi=1 from De�nition 15.4. De�nition15.2,15.3,15.7 implies k � d � #H. 2The �rst level of a proof tree is generated by (Start) whichsays we should show that corresponding root nodes relate.The proof succeeds when (End) applies | when there isnothing left to relate and nothing else we want to relate.(Start) Gv1;::: ;vn >� Hu1;::: ;un , G >�f(vi;ui)gni=1 H(End) a 2 dom(�)) �(a) = adom(G) \ dom(�) = dom(H) \ rng(�) = ;G >�� HExample 7. The rules (True), (Nil) and (False) in Figure6 de�ne a space-equivalence � which relates ListBool graphsto equivalent ListNot graphs. The rules do not remove theelements of ListNot graphs because they may be shared.Each step relates one ListBool node to at most three ListNotnodes so: G � H ) #G � #H � 3�#G.Figure 6 gives an example proof, showing that tf b and tf nare space-equivalent graphs. 2
4. SPACE-EQUIVALENT EVALUATORSIn this section we show how to prove that evaluator A doesnot have a space leak with respect to evaluator B . Section4.1 de�nes what it means for an evaluator to have a spaceleak. Section 4.2 explains that if the space-equivalence rela-tion between two languages is a lockstep bisimulation then

there cannot be a space leak. Section 4.3 shows how to provea space-equivalence is a lockstep bisimulation and Section4.4 gives some rules for simplifying the proofs.
4.1 Space Leaks in EvaluatorsGiven a space-equivalence relation between two graph lan-guages, the evaluator A for the �rst language is leakier thanthe evaluator B for the second language if its space usage forG is much greater than the space usage of B on H where Gand H are space equivalent. Evaluators are space-equivalentif neither is leakier than the other.We must decide how much more space A can use before wecall it leakier. De�nition 17 says that it must be worse bymore than any constant factor and Proposition 5 con�rmsthis is an asymptotic distinction, so if A has a higher spacecomplexity than B for some program then it has a leak.De�nition 17. (Leakier evaluator )A is leakier than B with respect to �:A B exactly if9G;Hs:t:G � H ^ 8k; space(G; A) 6� k � space(H; B) 2De�nition 18. (Space-equivalent evaluators )A and B are space-equivalent if they are mutually notleakier: A B , A B ^ A B 2Proposition 5.Space-equivalence is asymptoticequivalence: A B ,G � H ) 8F; (G 2 F space(A ), H 2 F space(B )) 2If this de�nition seems too liberal, classifying A as leakierif it used more than some �xed k times as much space asB would demand an evaluation model accurate within con-stant factors and a justi�cation for k. A weaker de�nitioncalling A is leakier if it uses unlimited space when B usesbounded space cannot distinguish an exponential-space pro-gram from a logarithmic one. Our asymptotic leak de�nitionis meaningful in that the results in the abstract hold for realimplementations. It is worth noting that leak examples arenon-terminating programs. The space usage of any termi-nating program is bounded.
4.2 Lockstep Evaluators and BisimulationA bisimulation demonstrates an operational equivalence.Milner developed the theory to show that the observable



actions of two communicating systems are the same [15]. Wewant to check that the space usage of two evaluations remainproportional. We use a variation on the idea of applicativebisimulation [1] to show that a proportional-space relationis preserved by evaluation.Cast in our graph terminology, � is a simulation if wheneverG � H and H �!�B H 0 there is a G0 such that G �!�A G0and G0 � H 0. So A simulates everything that B does. If��1 is also a simulation then it is a bisimulation. Normallybisimulation is de�ned on a language to de�ne operationalequivalence in that language. Then congruence is a desir-able result, so replacing sub-programs by operational equiv-alents yields an operationally equivalent program (Howe'smethod [11] is one approach to proving congruence). Weare using bisimulation in a more general sense, to show thata graph of one language and its equivalent in another lan-guage have the same operational behaviour. We do not dis-cuss the corresponding generalised form of congruence butif the sub-graphs we replace are closed, our bisimulation isa congruence.
Lockstep BisimulationTo show space-equivalence of A and B with respect to aspace-equivalence relation �, we need to show that � is pre-served by evaluation in a bisimulation-like manner. Bisimu-lation as stated above is too generous for our purposes. Wecan only allow a �xed number of steps between states wherethe relation � holds so that any large increase in graph sizecannot go undetected. We know a space-valid evaluator onlyallocates a bounded amount of space at each step, so limit-ing the number of steps between relation points is adequate.Similarly, both evaluators must take some steps between re-lation points to ensure both traces are followed. We callthis kind of bisimulation w-lockstep where w is the numberof steps allowed between relation points.De�nition 19. (w-lockstep simulation)� is a w-lockstep simulation between A and B i�G�H ^H �!B H 00 ) 9i; j 2 [1; w]s:t: G �!iA G0�H �!jB H 0That is, graphs related by � are related again after no morethan w evaluation steps.Corollary: If � and ��1 are w-lockstep simulations then �is a w-lockstep bisimulation. 2Proposition 6. If >� is a proportional bisimulation be-tween A and B and G >� H then9k; space(H; B ) � k � space(G; A ), B A .Proof: Induction on length of evaluation sequences.Corollary: If � is a space-equivalent bisimulation betweenA and B then A B 2If a proportional-space relation >� is a w-lockstep simula-tion between A and B then by Proposition 6 it guaranteesA B . Intuitively, at every pair of states G >� H, weknow #H � k �#G so #G bounds the space occupied byH until the next point where >� holds.In this paper, the evaluators we compare operate in exactlockstep | they are 1-lockstep evaluators. To prove a space-equivalence � between A states and B states is a bisimu-lation we must show (5).

G�H ^ (G �!A G0 _H �!B H 0)) G �!A G0�H �!B H 0 (5)
4.3 Proving a Relation is a BisimulationTo show a space-equivalence relation is a bisimulation, weshow that evaluating equivalent graphs produces equivalentgraphs (5). Suppose >� relates A -states to B -states. Toshow >� is a simulation we show that for each B -redex, everyrelated A-state is also a redex and that after the evaluationstep the graphs remain related. So �rst we �nd the pairs ofrules whose redexes relate under >�. Then we show that thatmatching graphs always | whatever nodes become garbageafter the step | still relate after an evaluation step.The space-bound property of the relations we prove arebisimulations is incidental to the bisimulation proof process.We cannot construct these proofs from the space-equivalencede�nition alone. In this paper, the proofs also use the rulesde�ned in Figure 7. They deduce a valid proof tree from aknown proof tree. They are correct by the following argu-ments. (Gc) introduces or removes nodes without a�ectingreachable space. (Sub) removes or adds a substitution thatwill not alter the contents of the graphs. (Ren) exchangesthe addresses of nodes where the nodes at exchanged ad-dresses are equivalent. Another way to look at it is that itmoves to a di�erent part of the proof tree. (Rel) lets us addaddresses to the relation which we know will successfully re-late, again allowing us to move to other parts of the prooftree.Example 8. Recall evaluators b and n from Section 2.3.To prove the space-equivalence � of Figure 6 is a lockstepbisimulation and therefore b n , we show that whenever� relates an b -redex to an n -redex, the graphs still relateafter an evaluation step. Figure 8 details the proof. 2
4.4 Identity Space-EquivalenceWhen one evaluator is a variant of another, we can use theIdentity space-equivalence, I� (Figure 9), as a starting pointfor de�ning a space-equivalence relation. It relates a graphto a renaming of itself. Including I� in a relation also greatlysimpli�es its bisimulation proof as we only need to show thelockstep property (5) for related redexes that are evaluatedby di�erent rules.Proposition 7. If A and B use the same rule to re-duce G and H then the resultant graphs remain related by�. Formally, suppose �� I� relates A states to B statesand (L �! R) 2 A \ B and there are variable substitutions�; � and hole substitutions �;  s.t.G � G0(match � � L) G �!A G0(match � � R)� then �H � H 0(match �  L) H �!B H 0(match �  R)2Example 9. Implementations can use indirections to avoidcopying expressions [19]. Evaluator h copies values in its(Update) rule (Figure 5). Figure 10 de�nes i , a variant of hthat uses an indirection node instead. But can we be surethat such indirections cannot form chains, causing a spaceleak? To prove i h we de�ne a space-equivalence be-tween h and i graphs and show it is a bisimulation. We



(Rel) G �� H; � � S �i ^ dom(�) � dom(G) ^ rng(�) � dom(H)where fGi ��i Higdi=1 is the proof tree of G �� H(Gc) G �� H , GG0 �� HH 0; if dom(H 0) \ reach(H; rng(�)) = dom(G0) \ reach(G; dom(�)) = ;(Sub) (G �� H)�, (G �� H); if (dom(�) [ rng(�)) \ (reach(G; dom(�)) [ reach(H; rng(�))) = ;(Ren) (Gfa 7!Mg ��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! Ng)[y=x], (Gfx 7!Mg ��f(x;y)g Hfy 7! Ng)[b=a]Figure 7: Rules used in proportional and space-equivalence bisimulation proofs. (Rel) says that a sub-relation � of relation� can be proved, it may include parts of the relation discovered further up the proof tree provided the nodes involved are inthe graphs; (Gc) adds or removes unreachable nodes to the graphs; (Sub) adds or removes variables not occuring in a graphto the substitution; (Ren) renames addresses in the relation to addresses known to be related.(False : � � � ) redexes:Gfa 7! F bga � H fx 7! y : z; y 7! 0gx ) Gfa 7! T bgb � H fx 7! y0 : z; y 7! 0; y0 7! : ygzProof: LHS ) Gfa 7! F bg �f(a;x)g Hfx 7! y : z; y 7! 0g apply (Start)) G �f(b;z)g Hfy 7! 0g[a=x] decompose with (False)a,x,y0 garbage ) RHS by (Start)otherwise ) G �f(b;z)g Hfy 7! 0; y0 7! :yg[a=x] (Gc) introduces y0) Gfa 7! T bg �f(a;x)g Hfx 7! y0 : z; y 7! 0; y0 7! :yg apply (True)) Gfa 7! T bg �f(b;z)g Hfx 7! y0 : z; y 7! 0; y0 7! :yg (Rel) moves roots) RHS by (Start)(True : � � � ) redexes:Gfa 7! T bga � H fx 7! y0 : z; y0 7! : y; y 7! 0gx ) Gfa 7! F bgb � H fx 7! y : z; y0 7! : y; y 7! 0gzProof: follows the same steps as the proof above except no (Gc) step is needed.Figure 8: Bisimulation proof showing b is space-equivalent to n . Whenever � (Figure 6) relates an b -redex to an n -redex,the graphs remain related after one evaluation step. The proofs use the � rules and laws from Figure 7. The proof saysaddress a is garbage in the RHS i� x and y0 are as well. No other redex combinations are related by �.can de�ne graphs containing indirection chains but they willnot evaluate and have no h counterpart.There are a lot of redex combinations to prove. Fortunately,Proposition 7 tells us we only need to consider those that usedi�erent evaluation rules. Figure 11 summarises the prooffor these cases which involve the new rules of i . 2
5. EVALUATORS WITH LEAKSTo prove A is leakier than B , A B , by De�nition 17we require a bisimulation >� and graphs G and H such thatG >� H and space(G; A) 6� k � space(H; B).Section 5.1 develops a characterisation of these leak exam-ples to help us identify potential sources of leaks. Section5.2 looks at leaks caused by allocation chains and Section5.3 looks at leaks caused by reference duplication.
5.1 Finding and Characterising LeaksWe can prove A B with respect to the bisimulation� by �nding a sequence of related graphs which form anunbounded-bounded sequence.De�nition 20. (Unbounded-bounded sequence)(G;H;G0; H 0) form an unbounded-bounded evaluation se-quence of A and B if G grows without limit but H hasbounded growth. Formally, if there is a lockstep bisimula-tion � s.t.G �!�A G0 8k;#G0 6� #G+ k� � ^H �!�B H 0 9k;#H 0 � #H + k 2

If A B there will always be such a sequence (Propo-sition 8) and if G and H are �nite we have found the leak(Proposition 9).Proposition 8. A B ) 9(G;H;G0; H 0)which form an unbounded-bounded sequence.Proof: we know 9G;H; 8k; space(G; A ) 6� k � space(H; B ).G and H start an evaluation sequence (G;H;G0; H 0) of un-bounded length. If this is not an unbounded-bounded se-quence then either some subsequence of it is an unbounded-bounded sequence or space(G0; A ) 6� k � space(H 0; B ). 2Proposition 9. If (G;H;G0; H 0) is an unbounded-bound-ed sequence of A and B and 9k;#G � k and #H � k thenspace(G; A ) 6� k � space(H; B ). 2Now we need a way of �nding these sequences. De�nition21 below is a co-inductive characterisation of all unbounded-growth graphs of an evaluator. Such evaluations never ter-minate, so this de�nition is a subset of Gordon's de�nitionof all divergent programs [9]. In the following sections weidentify subsets of InfGrowth which we can use to prove aprogram has unbounded growth.De�nition 21. (InfGrowth)InfGrowth(A) contains graphs with unbounded growth onA , de�ned as the greatest �xpoint of I.InfGrowth(A) = �X:I(X)where I(X) = fG j 9G0 2 X;G �!� G0 ^#G0 > #Gg 2



(V ar) (G I��f(x;y)g H)[b=a]Gfa 7! xg I��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! yg (Func) (Gfai 7!Migyi=1 I��f(ai;bi)gyi=1 Hfbi 7! Nigni=1)[b=a; v1=u1; : : : ; vx=ux]Gfa 7! F u1 � � � ux:M1 � � �Myg I��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! F v1 � � � vx:N1 � � �NygFigure 9: Space-equivalence rules de�ning I�, a relation relating a graph to a renaming of itself. (Var) relates variablesassuming they are the addresses of nodes that can be related. (Func) relates nodes whose terms are constructed from thesame function symbol, assuming the corresponding sub-terms relate.i = h n f(Update)g [8<: fa 7! V; x 7! ?; s 7! #x tga;s �! fa 7! I x; x 7! Vga;t (VUpdate)fa 7! I x; y 7! ?; s 7! #y tga;s �! fa 7! I x; y 7! I xga;t (IUpdate)fa 7! I x; x 7! V; s 7! R : tga;s �! fa 7! Red R[V]; x 7! Vga;t (IReduce) 9=;Figure 10: A Core Haskell evaluator with value indirections. The grammar is that of Figure 4 extended with indirections:X ::= � � � j I x. Instead of duplicating values, (VUpdate) creates an indirection. Where the value is an indirection, theindirection is duplicated (IUpdate). For brevity, indirected values are reduced by copying them into the hole of the reductioncontext as before.
5.2 Allocation-Chain LeaksThis section focuses on a particular kind of unbounded-bounded sequence where one evaluator builds an unlimitedchain of nodes in the graph while the other does not. InHaskell implementations, certain uses of indirection nodescan form chains in this way. Unwinding cyclic data struc-tures could also cause this kind of leak. Lazy memo-functions[12] can prevent some of these leaks.De�nition 22. (Allocation-Chain Leak)Graphs (GL;HK) exhibit an allocation-chain leak of A andB if there is a lockstep bisimulation �, a substitution � andan n s.t.GL �!nA GG0(L�)� �HK �!nB HKwhere jgc(G0(L�))j > jLj. GL continually grows as a chainof G0 sub-graphs build up but HK remains the same. 2De�nition 22 describes perhaps the simplest kind of leakexample: B keeps repeating the same sequence of stateswhile A also repeats states but allocates some extra struc-ture which is kept live. For example, an implementationthat bu�ered all input might have this behaviour. The leakwould be shown up by a program that continually read thenprocessed some input. It would be an allocation-chain leakif the input bu�er was some list-like structure.Proposition 10. If (G;H) exhibit an allocation-chain le-ak of A and B then they begin an unbounded-bounded se-quence.Proof: G 2 InfGrowth(A ) and H =2 InfGrowth(B ). 2Example 10. Consider v (6), a simple list inverter forListNot graphs, de�ned by a single rule.v = �fx 7! y : zgx �! fx 7! y0 : z; y0 7! : ygz	 (6)We suspect v b (3) because the lazy inversion methodof just adding a : to every element might somehow cause achain to build up. (False 0) and (True 0) de�ne a proportional-space relation >� which relates ListNot (:) nodes to ListBoolnodes, ignoring the list elements.

(False 0) (G >��f(c;y)g H)[x=a]Gfa 7! b : cg >��f(a;x)g Hfx 7! F yg(True 0) (G >��f(c;y)g H)[x=a]Gfa 7! b : cg >��f(a;x)g Hfx 7! T ygTo prove v b , we use De�nition 22 to construct a suit-able example (7). After two evaluation steps on v the graphgrows, on b it stays the same size. As fx 7! y00 : xgx �fx 7! (y : x)[y00=y]gx, this growth will continue inde�nitely,causing a leak.�x 7! y : x;y 7! 0 �x �!2v �x 7! y00 : x; y 7! 0;y00 7! : y0; y0 7! :y�>� >�fa 7! F aga �!2b fa 7! F aga (7)We should also check that b v . The proof that >� isa proportional bisimulation follows the same steps as theb n proof in Figure 8, using (False 0) and (True 0) inplace of (False) and (True). 2
5.3 Reference Duplication LeaksAnother kind of leak is caused by the context of an evalua-tion holding a dead reference to a growing structure. Thissection characterises some leaks that arise in this way.De�nition 23. (Reference duplication leak)Graphs (G;H) exhibit a reference duplication leak of A andB if there is a bisimulation � and an n s.t.G � Cfa 7!MgL �!nA Cfa 7!M 0; a0 7!MgL[a0=a]� �H � Dfb 7! NgK �!nB Dfb 7! N 0; b0 7! NgK[b0=b]where:a 2 FV (gc(L)); a 2 FV (gc(CL) n L)b 2 FV (gc(K)); b =2 FV (gc(DK) nK)Sub-graphs C and D are unchanged by evaluation; C refersto a but D does not refer to b. After n evaluation steps, a isstill reachable but b is not; the structure at a starts to growbut b is garbage. 2



(I ) (Gfd 7! Vg ��f(d;e)g Hfe 7! V0g)[b=a]Gfa 7! V Vg ��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! I c; c 7! V V0g (VI ) (Gfx 7! V Vg ��f(x;y)g Hfy 7! V V0g)[b=a]Gfa 7! V V; x 7! V Vg ��f(a;b)g Hfy 7! V V0; b 7! I yg(II ) (Gfx 7! V Vg ��f(x;y)g Hfy 7! I zg)[b=a]Gfa 7! V V; x 7! V Vg ��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! I z; y 7! I zg (IV) (Gfa 7! V Vg ��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! V V0g)[y=x]Gfa 7! V V; x 7! V Vg ��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! V V0; y 7! I bg(VV) (Gfa 7! V Vg ��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! V V0g)[y=x]Gfa 7! V V; x 7! V Vg ��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! V V0; y 7! V V0g: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :Bisimulation proof for � for (Update) and (VUpdate) redexes:Gfa 7! V V; x 7! ?; s 7! #x tga;s � Hfb 7! V V0; y 7! ?; u 7! #y vgb;u) Gfa 7! V V; x 7! V Vga;t � Hfb 7! I y; y 7! V V0gb;vProof: (Start),(Func) on # and ?, (Sub) on [u=s] decompose LHS into (Gfa 7! V Vg �f(a;b);(t;v)g Hfb 7! V V0g)[y=x]:(a) x not reachable in RHS: (Func) decomposes values, (I) builds RHS. (b) x is reachable: (Ren) and (VI) generate RHS.Figure 11: The rules above the dotted line de�ne the space-equivalence � where � [ I� relates plain Core Haskell graphs toones with indirections. This relation assumes a more explicit formulation of the grammar: to handle the V and R categories inour term-graph framework, values are pre�xed with the function symbol V and reduction contexts with R. Rule (I) matches avalue to an equivalent indirected value, it applies when the value at c is reachable only via indirections. Any other indirectionsto such a value are related to (duplicated) values in the h graph with (II). Similarly, (VI) relates an indirection to a valuein the case where y is reachable from non-indirections and (IV) relates additional indirections to such a value. (VV) is like(II) or (IV) for duplicated values. The bisimulation proof summary for � below the dotted line shows one of the cases notcovered by the identity equivalence. x may or may not be garbage in the right-hand side depending on the contents of thegraph matching G, so we show that the graphs will remain related by � in both cases. We omit the proof for (Update) and(IUpdate) redexes and for (Reduce) and (IReduce) redexes which are similar.k = h n f(Lookup); (Update)g [� fa 7! x; x 7! Nga;s �! fa 7! N; x 7! N; t 7! #x sga;t (Lookup0)fa 7! V; x 7! N; s 7! #x tga;s �! fa 7! V; x 7! Vga;t (Update0) �Figure 12: Non-black holing Core Haskell evaluator k , a variant of h (Figure 5) which leaves the binding for a variableuntouched while �nding its value (the grammar is unchanged from Figure 4).Proposition 11. If (G;H) exhibit a reference duplica-tion leak of A and B then they begin an unbounded-boundedsequence.Proof: G 2 InfGrowth(A ) and H =2 InfGrowth(B ). 2Example 11. Our Haskell evaluator h includes black hol-ing: in the (Lookup) rule, x is re-bound to ? while its valueis found. Corresponding techniques are used in real im-plementations to avoid leaks ([13]. Figure 12 de�nes k , avariant of h without black holing. It leaves the binding forx untouched while �nding its value.We can prove k h with a reference duplication leakexample. The Core Haskell program (8) tries to determineif the in�nite list a = ? : ? : ? : � � � is �nite. It can betranslated to the graph G (9).let �nite (h : t) = �nite t�nite [ ] = Truelist x = let a0 = list x in x : a0a = list ?b = �nite ain b (8)G = Ffa 7! list �; b 7! �nite a;main 7! bgmain;�F = 8<: �nite 7! �l:case l off[ ]! True; (h : t)! �nite tglist = �x:let fa0 = list xg in x : a0 9=; (9)

The evaluation traces of G on k and h are shown below.G �!k Cfa 7! list �gL �!13k Cfa 7! � : a0; a0 7! list �gRG �!h Dfa 7! list �gL �!13h Dfa 7! � : a0; a0 7! list �gRwhere:C = Ffb 7! �nite a; s 7! #b �gD = Ffb 7! ? a; s 7! #b �gL = fmain 7! �nite agmain;sR = fmain 7! �nite a0gmain;sAfter (Lookup) creates the update marker node for b at ad-dress s, the nodes in C and D are never altered again. Ckeeps a reference to a but D has no such reference. Theevaluation of �nite a updates a with the �rst element of thelist and the tail of the list is in the new node a0. The rootof the new graph R is just L[a0=a]. On h , a is now garbageand the program runs in constant space. On k , C holdsonto the list at a as it grows which causes a leak.(TermBot) (G >�� H)[b=a]Gfa 7! Ng >��f(a;b)g Hfb 7! ?gTo prove that k h (black holing is never leakier than notblack holing) we de�ne the proportional-space relation >� by(VV) from Figure 11 and (TermBot) and I�. A simulationproof showing h k can be constructed. The simulation>� cannot be a bisimulation as k may continue evaluatingafter h stops. 2



Example 1 was another instance of this kind of leak, wherehead held a reference to a growing list. In that case a smallchange in evaluation order | getting the garbage collectorto evaluate head of a : b as soon as possible [25] �xes theleak.
6. RELATED WORKAs lazy functional language implementations developed therewas a move away from directly implementing graph reduc-tion or SKI reduction towards a compiled code style bettersuited to modern computer architectures. Some machine de-signs have been found to be leakier than expected. The liter-ature documents failure to perform black holing [13; 20] andcertain uses of indirections [19] as sources of space faults,examples that we have dealt with in this paper. Carelessimplementation of environment-based machines causes an-other space fault mended by environment trimming or stackstubbing [19].Improved garbage collection can eliminate leaks. Type-based[16], projection-shorting [25] and indirection-shorting [19]collectors remove more semantically dead heap cells thanour reachability-based collector. Some of these �xes can alsobe done in the evaluator [24], while others use the garbagecollector to change the evaluation order.
Profiling to Detect LeaksIt is not easy to tell which parts of a Haskell program causestructures to build up. Lazy evaluation can process poten-tially huge structures in constant space; sharing can savework at the expenses of increasing space complexity. As wesaw in Example 1, small changes to a program can have ahuge e�ect on its space use.Heap pro�ling [22] produces various diagrams of the liveheap contents from which we can work out which functionsare allocating structures, which are holding onto structuresand what structures are growing. A biographical pro�le [20]detects whether heap cells have been or will be used, andcan point directly to wasted space. As a heap pro�le onlygives information on one run, we cannot tell how seriousthe problem is or if we have de�nitely �xed it later. Wecan compare pro�les for equivalent programs or di�erentcompilers by hand | pro�ling is to our space-equivalenceanalysis as testing is to proof.
Space-Safety in Call-by-Value LanguagesThe ideal of a standard space-use model for evaluation hasbeen investigated for call-by-value languages. Many opti-misations were designed to replace heap use by stack use,so the issue of space safety soon arose. Some optimisationscan extend the lifetime of data objects, causing leaks [5].Appel de�nes safe-for-space evaluation of SML [2]. Clinger[6] gives a hierarchy of space-safety levels for implementa-tions of Scheme. A stack-based implementation is betteredby machines that implement tail recursion properly and useenvironment trimming which are shown to give an asymp-totic improvement in space use.
Operational Semantics for Call-by-NeedWe needed an operational semantics to reason about thespace usage of evaluation. Operational semantics suitablefor languages like Haskell have been studied only relativelyrecently. Abramsky's call-by-name semantics [1] for the lazy

lambda calculus was one of the �rst. Launchbury [14] givesa natural semantics for call-by-need with a syntax similar toCore Haskell. Sestoft [23] used this to de�ne abstract ma-chines (structural operational semantics) for lazy evaluationand Mountjoy [17] used it to develop a natural semanticswhich models the STG-machine used in Haskell implemen-tations. Others using a term-graph formalism for studyingsharing include Ariola and Arvind [3], though we are notaware of any work that deals with space issues as in thispaper. Our term-graph framework enables operational se-mantics to be written which directly and fairly model spaceand time usage [4]. We are also using it to de�ne a space-semantics for Core Haskell which is close to h , though lesssimilar to [23].Gustavsson and Sands [10] give another theoretical analy-sis of space. They present a collection of space improve-ment laws. These show programs have the same asymptoticspace complexity in any context. Their laws only hold forone particular Core Haskell implementation model. Theygive an algebra for manipulating programs without wors-ening their space complexity. It is suitable for reasoningabout the space-safety of small transformations but cannothandle larger changes or reason about recursive programs1.Our comparisons of whole evaluators do show 'space-safety'of recursive programs; we have used recursive programs toshow an evaluator is leakier than another.
7. CONCLUSIONSWe have de�ned and compared the space usage of severalCore Haskell evaluators in a term-graph rewriting frame-work. We de�ned a proportional-space relation to guaran-tee that there is a space bound between related graphs. Wethen adapted a variation on bisimulation to show that sucha relation is preserved by evaluation and therefore there canbe no asymptotic space leak. This technique is powerfulenough to handle complex evaluators, providing they arelockstep | they have the same time complexity. We sawa certain use of indirections does not change asymptoticspace complexity, as well as comparing some simpler graphevaluators. The example proofs provide a collection of lawsfor proving space-equivalence of any evaluators that �t theframework. We have made progress in classifying and �nd-ing space leaks, identifying programs which exhibit in�nitegrowth as a characterisation of an asymptotic space leak. Wesaw examples where unnecessary allocation-chains or refer-ence duplications cause leaks. We showed value indirectionsare safe but black holing is necessary in Haskell evaluatorsto prevent a reference duplication leak.As this is an initial investigation of the proof technique, fur-ther work includes: improving and automating parts of theproof system and more detailed work on detecting and clas-sifying leaks and their causes. We would also like to reasonabout constant-factor space usage improvements to increasethe kinds of fault we can detect. The proportional-space re-lation proofs are linked to the garbage collector de�nition, soanother useful extension would be to include a comparisonof di�erent garbage collectors in the proofs by linking therelation construction rules to the garbage collector de�ni-tion. The lockstep restriction on our method is undesirable;�nding ways to compare evaluators with di�erent time com-1Gustavsson and Sands have recently extended their algebrato include letrec.



plexities would be useful. The question of how to decidea suitable level of space-safety for lazy languages remains,but we have made progress by investigating techniques fordeciding whether one evaluator matches the space e�ciencyof another.
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